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Capcom Co., Ltd. (Capcom) today announced that downloads of “Dragon’s Dogma Online” surpassed one 

million on September 9, which was only the tenth day after service for this title started. “Dragon’s Dogma 

Online” is a game solely for online use with PlayStation®4, PlayStation®3 and PCs.  

 

“Dragon’s Dogma” is an action role-playing game in which players enjoy various adventures in an expansive 

open world setting. The fantasy world of this game includes swords, magical powers and many other elements. 

The main character, which is the player, had his heart taken away by a dragon. The player then embarks on a 

journey to eliminate the dragon, but must solve a number of mysteries along the way. The game has become very 

successful by combining spectacular action with the characteristics of a social game, in which players can 

borrow and loan pawns with friends through online interaction. Since the launch of the first title in 2012, as a 

home video game, the “Dragon’s Dogma” franchise has become one of Capcom’s successful series. Cumulative 

sales were more than 2.3 million units at the end of June 2015. 

 

Capcom is marketing “Dragon’s Dogma Online” as a title that allows people to use Internet connections for 

passing on adventure stories to others forever. This new title incorporates the intricate worldview, spectacular 

action and other characteristics that have made the series successful. Moreover, “Dragon’s Dogma Online” is an 

online open world action game that allows players to enjoy online multiplay. Communicating with friends makes 

it possible to use even more complex strategies. Furthermore, the title has a high degree of freedom so that 

individuals can enjoy this game alone. In addition to surpassing one million downloads, this title has become one 

of the very few online games in Japan to exceed 100,000 simultaneous links. These accomplishments give 

“Dragon’s Dogma Online” a strong start to becoming one of Capcom’s new core titles in its online business.  

 

Capcom will actively conduct a series of campaigns in Japan and overseas to boost user numbers. Plans also 

call for increasing collaboration with “Capcom Bar”, produced by Pasela Resorts. Capcom will also monitor 

trends with an eye on introducing the game to Asian markets. 

 

Capcom remains firmly committed to satisfying the expectations of all users by making the most of its 

industry-leading game development capabilities in order to create high-quality gameplay experiences also for the 

growing market for online games. 



【Product Details】  

1. Title  Dragon’s Dogma  Online 

2. Genre Online Open World Action 

3. Platform PlayStation®4, PlayStation®3, PC 

4. Price Free to play (with paid content in -game) 

5. Release Date Japan : August 31, 2015 

*PlayStation® is a registered trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inquiries regarding the above information may be directed to:  

Capcom Co., Ltd.  

Public Relations Office  

(E-mail) ir@capcom.co.jp  

(Address) 3-1-3, Uchihiranomachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka, 540-0037, Japan 

(Tel) +81-6-6920-3623 (Fax) +81-6-6920-5108 

 


